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Hello,

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce you to a new nonprofit program focused on veterans in

the racing community, Veterans Racing Alliance (VRA), whose mission is:

“To introduce veterans to and support veterans in the racing community by being a resource for

sponsorship assistance, manpower coordination, and training in all aspects of racing team operations. All while

providing the brotherhood/sisterhood, adrenaline therapy, and a new mission for those veterans that have been

lacking it since their return to civilian life.”

This program came about after two individuals came together seeing a need in the veteran and racing

community for a professional level program. These two individuals are veteran John McMurrin and civilian Tim

Fields. Together they came up with the idea of an alliance of veterans and ambassadors that would take on the

above mission. That mission will be accomplished through the following ways:

Knowledge and Experience. The two priceless things in any field. We will be using the experience in the

alliance to bring veteran owned race programs to the next level or help where they are having issues. The

nonprofit will own a race vehicle as a platform to put veterans new to racing in allowing them to experience and

learn all the different tasks involved in racing. This will allow veterans mentoring, access to knowledge, and

experience at a fraction of the cost and time it would normally take to gain.

Manpower Coordination. The alliance is just that, an alliance of veterans and ambassadors that come

together for events to help veterans race who would not be able otherwise due to lack of manpower. VRA

leaders will put together a network of manpower resources across the country that can be called on when a

veteran needs some help running a race. The group comes together creating a team for that event and then goes

back to their own program after. But not only does this help the veteran racing but it brings like-minded local

veterans together who may never have met, creating local support networks and friendships.

Sponsorship Assistance. VRA will reach out, doing work making inroads with companies, pit services,

and race organizations, compiling an assistance network with the goal of decreasing the cost of racing and

maintaining/building a race vehicle for that veteran. Anyone in the motorsports field knows how hard it can be

to get the attention of a potential sponsor. VRA will work to decrease this by putting together a list of companies

supporting our mission that will allow us to provide racer discounts or direct introductions to the sponsorship

personnel of companies.

All along we are building and bringing together veterans creating a brotherhood/sisterhood that those

veterans can lean on in their time of need mentally or physically. Giving those veterans a new positive mission to

work towards even if they don’t own their own race program which provides a purpose in life that could be

lacking. While of course sitting in that race car seat, working that pit to get the car out fast, chasing the race car

along the race course… providing a healthy controlled adrenaline therapy.

We will not be building this program alone. VRA will be closely partnered with another nonprofit called

Warfighter Made. They will help by providing guidance, mentoring, and oversight to VRA giving VRA a kickstart in



running a successful nonprofit. The two programs will work in parallel, sharing resources as needed with the

ultimate goal of getting as much assistance as possible to that veteran on the ground.

If you are a veteran or civilian that would like to be involved in this mission please reach out to us via any

of the contact methods listed in the letterhead. We look forward to hearing from you and everyone else we will

see you at the races, maybe just in our race car rearview mirror.
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